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Abstract: Land cover change detection (LCCD) based on bi-temporal remote sensing images plays an
important role in the inventory of land cover change. Due to the benefit of having spatial dependency
properties within the image space while using remote sensing images for detecting land cover change,
many contextual information-based change detection methods have been proposed in past decades.
However, there is still a space for improvement in accuracies and usability of LCCD. In this paper,
a LCCD method based on adaptive contextual information is proposed. First, an adaptive region
is constructed by gradually detecting the spectral similarity surrounding a central pixel. Second,
the Euclidean distance between pairwise extended regions is calculated to measure the change
magnitude between the pairwise central pixels of bi-temporal images. All the bi-temporal images are
scanned pixel by pixel so the change magnitude image (CMI) can be generated. Then, the Otsu or a
manual threshold is employed to acquire the binary change detection map (BCDM). The detection
accuracies of the proposed approach are investigated by three land cover change cases with Landsat
bi-temporal remote sensing images and aerial images with very high spatial resolution (0.5 m/pixel).
In comparison to several widely used change detection methods, the proposed approach can produce
a land cover change inventory map with a competitive accuracy.
Keywords: land cover change detection; adaptive contextual information; bi-temporal remote
sensing images
1. Introduction
Land cover change detection (LCCD), which is a classic problem, has recently been a hot topic
in remote sensing [1–8], because LCCD plays an increasingly important role in making decisions to
promote sustainable urban development, such as urban expansion [9,10], city temperature change
analysis [11,12], urban air quality analysis [13], man-made target change detection [14], and urban
landscape change [15–17], etc. In addition, LCCD has a positive effect in natural resource management
on Earth’s surface, for example, in forest deformation monitoring [18,19] and land use monitoring [20–22].
In recent decades, various LCCD techniques have been developed and applied in practice [23–28].
Two main steps are usually related to these methods, i.e., the generation of a change magnitude
image (CMI) and the use of a binary threshold to divide the CMI into a binary change detention map
(BCDM). The most commonly used methods to provide CMI are image difference [2,29,30], image
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ratios [31,32] and change vector analysis (CVA) [33–36]. In general, these methods usually calculate
the distance between the bi-temporal images pixel by pixel to measure the change magnitude between
the bi-temporal images. Larger distances symbolize a higher change probability, and shorter distances
demonstrate a lower probability of change. To further acquire the BCDM, a threshold is needed
to divide the CMI into a BCDM. The most widely used threshold determining methods for LCCD
are Otsu [37,38], expectation maximization (EM) [39–41], and the customized automatic threshold
determine method [42]. Although a threshold can determine whether a pixel in a CMI is changed
or unchanged and also provides a binary change inventory map, much noise is still observed in the
binary change inventory map. That is because the bi-temporal remote sensing images are usually
different, e.g., in terms of radiation, solar angles and soil moisture [26].
To improve the performance of change detection, contextual information is usually adopted
for LCCD with bi-temporal remote sensing images. For example, Celik et al. proposed a method
based on PCA and k-means clustering (PCA_Kmeans) through splitting the difference image into
several h × h overlapping blocks where h is several pixels [43]; Lv et al. presented a contextual
analysis-based LCCD approach using a regular sliding window technique [44]. In recent years,
level sets have been found to be helpful for describing the contour of objects and extract contextual
information of remote sensing images for LCCD. Examples of such approaches are level set evolution
with local uncertainty constraints (LSELUC) [45] and the multiresolution level set (MLS) [46].
However, contextual information-based LCCD approaches rely on the performance of contextual
information extraction algorithms, and the design of the contextual information extraction algorithm
is usually time-consuming and dependent on experience [47–49]. Furthermore, considering contextual
information, using a regular-single window may be unable to cover the multifarious ground targets
with different shapes and sizes.
As mentioned previously, the opportunities for improving the accuracy and usability of LCCD
methods still exists despite the significant effort that has already been put into developing change
detection methods for bi-temporal remote sensing images. In particular, land cover change inventory
maps are urgently needed for detecting land cover changes in the real world, such as forest fires and
landslides. In this paper, we focus on local land cover change events in the real world and propose
an adaptive contextual information-based LCCD approach which extracts contextual information
adaptively around a central pixel and computes the change magnitude between central pixels based
on the distance between adaptive extended regions. To evaluate the accuracy and performance
of the proposed approach, it is applied to three real land cover change events using bi-temporal
remote sensing images and compares the results with four widely used contextual-based methods, i.e.,
LSELUC [45], MLS [46], CVA [36], and PCA_Kmeans [43].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed approach.
Section 3 describes the experiments and comparisons. Section 4 presented the discussion and
conclusion is given in Section 5.
2. The Proposed Method
Two co-registered bi-temporal remote sensing images are I1 = {I1(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤W}
and I2 = {I2(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤W}, where, H and W are the height and width of the bi-temporal
images, respectively. The bi-temporal images I1 and I2 are acquired over the same geographic area at
different times. In general, I1 and I2 depict the land cover event before and after, such as the land cover
scene before and after an earthquake. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed approach is composed of
several main blocks intended for the following tasks: (1) Extract contextual information by extending
an adaptive region surrounding a pixel; (2) Calculate the distance between a pairwise extended region,
and scan over iteratively the bi-temporal images pixel-by-pixel to generate the CMI; (3) provide a
threshold to divide the CMI into a BCDM. The details of the proposed approach are described in
subsequent sections.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed approach.
2.1. Adaptive Contextual Information Extraction
Due to the fact that spatial distribution of ground change is full of uncertainty in terms of the
shape, size and location of the change area, it is necessary to consider the shape information for change
area in an irregular manner. To accomplish this aim, an adaptive extension approach is proposed
here to extract the ground information. First, I1(i, j) is a pixel of a remote sensing image at location
(i, j). Then, the spectral difference between I1(i, j) and its eight-connected neighboring pixels Psur is
calculated to determine whether the neighboring pixels belong to the extended region. The spectral
difference (homogeneity) between I1(i, j) and Psur is defined by
∆dt1 =‖ I1(i, j)− Psur ‖ (1)
where ∆dt1 represents the spectral similarity between I1(i, j) and its surrounding pixels Psur for the
remote sensing image at time t1. A greater ∆dt1 demonstrates a greater difference between the
I1(i, j) and its urrou ing pixels Psur where Psur is one of the eigh y-connected neighb ring pixels,
sur ∈ [0, 7].
T shape and size of the region around a pixe I1(i, j) is extended gradually by comparing the
spectral similarity betw en I1(i, j) and Psur. T e extension is in an iterative manner consideri g that
the following conditions are satisfied: (1) ∆dt1 is less than a predefined threshold T1; and (2) the
total number of the extended pixels is less than another predefined threshold T2. The extension
is terminated if either of these conditions is not met. It can be seen that the shape and size of the
convolution region is constructed in a pixel-by-pixel manner, where the region of each pixel has a
relatively high homogeneity. Due to a ground object (e.g., meadow) usually being composed of a set
of homogeneous pixels in spectra, the shape and size of the extended region is adaptive and usually
consistent with the ground object. More details of this adaptive extension technology can be found
in the literature [47]. It is worth noting that an adaptive extension around a central pixel I1(i, j) in
different bands may differ for different regions. To measure the distance between the two central pixels
using the corresponding adaptive regions, when the input image is a false color image, it needs to be
first transformed into a gray image and then an adaptive region is extracted around a central pixel.
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2.2. Generate Change Magnitude Image
Based on the aforementioned, the extended region around a pixel I1(i, j) for the t1—time image is
defined as Rt1ij , and the corresponding extended region for the t2—image around the pixel I2(i, j) is
Rt2ij . In contrast, in the proposed approach, the distance between the pairwise pixels I1(i, j) and I2(i, j)
for the bi-temporal images is defined by the distance between Rt1ij and R
t2
ij . To solve this problem, the
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Thus, pt1n is the spectral value of a pixel within Rt1ij and N is the total number of the pixels within R
t1
ij .
Furthermore, pt2n and K have similar meanings, respectively, for the corresponding adaptive region Rt2ij .
Therefore, the distance between Rt1ij and R
t2
ij can be defined as
∆dij =‖ mt1ij −mt2ij ‖ (4)
where ∆dij is the distance between the pairwise adaptive extended region Rt1ij and R
t2
ij . Here, ∆dij is
used to measure of the change magnitude between the pixel I1(i, j) and I2(i, j) for the bi-temporal
images at t1 and t2, respectively. To generate the change magnitude image, the entire bi-temporal
images are scanned and calculated in this manner, and each pixel will be taken as once the central
pixel for an adaptive extension.
To clearly demonstrate the generation of the CMI, an extended example is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, where C1(i,j) and C2(i,j) are the central pixels of bi-temporal images, Figure 2a is an eight
neighboring extension detector, and the pixels which are composed of adaptive extended regions are
marked by “1”. In the progress of an extension, it is extended gradually from a central pixel to an
adaptive extended region by using the extension detector, the spectral similarity between the central
pixel and its neighboring pixels are measured to decide whether a neighboring pixel should be marked
as “1” or not according to a pre-defined threshold T1. The extensions will be terminated when the size
of the extended region meets the predefined threshold T2. Finally, the change magnitude between
the two central pixels (C1(i,j) and C2(i,j)) is measured by the distance (∆dij) between the two adaptive
extended regions, more details can be tracked in Formulas (2)–(4).
From a theoretical viewpoint, it is worth noting that advantage of the proposed strategy for
generating change magnitude image lies in the following aspects: (1) since the shape and size of
the extended region is adaptive, the pixels within an adaptive region give a higher similarity in
spectra, it is more objective than considering the contextual information through a regular window or
a mathematical model; (2) Based on the constraints of the two parameters T1 and T2, the extension of a
region around a pixel is self-adaptive and the mean value of the pixels within an extended region is
used to measure the change magnitude between the pairwise pixel. Hence, the proposed strategy can
smooth the intra-class noise, and improve the performance of change detection.
It is well known that image difference is one of the simplest and most widely used methods for
generating change magnitude image [3,4,37,45]. To illustrate the advantage of the proposed approach,
the change magnitude image for a bi-temporal image is respectively acquired by image difference and
the proposed approach, and the results are compared in Figure 3. The local standard deviation (std) of
CMI is compared using the same window (40× 40) which is highlighted in each sub-figure. Lower
standard deviation performs a higher homogeneity of the change or unchanged area. As shown in
Figure 3, the standard deviation is reduced from std = 13.83 to std = 12.76 with the T1 range from 30
to 70. Compared with Figure 3a, the standard deviation (std = 19.48) of the observed window which
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is based on the CMI obtained by the image difference method, the CMI of the proposed approach
provides a smaller standard deviation. Therefore, it can be found that the proposed approach has an



























































































































































































Figure 2. Examples of Adaptive Extended Regions: (a) An eight neighboring extension detector, and
(b) the two regions labeled by “1” are the adaptive extended regions surrounding the central pixel
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Figure 3. Change Magnitude Image Comparisons between the Image Difference and The Proposed
Approach: (a) is the CMI obtained by image difference method; (b–f) are the CMIs obtained by the
proposed approach with a fixed T2 = 50. T1 is equal to 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 for each sub-figure from
(b) to (f), respectively.
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2.3. Threshold for Obtaining Binary Change Detection Map
As in many existing LCCD methods, a threshold is needed to determine if a pixel of CMI is
changed or unchanged and to generate the binary change detection map. In the proposed approach,
a most popular binary method, named Otsu [37,38,50], is used to automatically participate a change
magnitude image into a binary change detection map. The Otsu approach assumes that the CMI
contains two classes (change and unchanged) of pixels. It then calculates the optimum threshold
dividing the two classes to minimize the intra-class variance or equivalently. In other words, the Otsu
method searches exhaustively for the threshold which can minimize the variance within the changed
pixel and unchanged pixels. In addition, a manual threshold is allowed to divide CMI into a binary
change detection map in the proposed approach.
3. Experiment
In this section, the proposed approach was investigated by three experiments based on three
images scenes which depict the different land cover change events. Three widely used contextual
information-based methods, i.e., LSELUC [45], MLS [46], PCA_Kmeans [43], and CVA [36], were
compared with the proposed approach in terms of performance of effectiveness.
3.1. Dataset Description
Three image datasets which depict land cover change event in the real world are used to
investigate the performance of different contextual information-based LCCD methods, including
the proposed approach. Details of the datasets are presented in this section as follows:
The first dataset is an open-access dataset for change detection evaluation. As shown in Figure 4,
this dataset depicts a land cover change event in Mexico, which is related to a forest fire in May 2002.
The images are composed of two 8-bits images acquired by Landsat-7 satellite sensor in April 2000 and
May 2002. The size of the entire image scene is 512× 512 pixels with a spatial resolution 30 m/pixel.
For comparison of the bi-temporal images, it should be noted that fire destroyed a large portion of the
forest in the considered change area. The reference change map was interpreted manually to obtain a
quantitative evaluation, as shown in Figure 4d.
As shown in Figure 5, the second dataset is also free-access and the two images are composed of
two 8-bit images acquired by Landsat-5 satellite on September 1995 and July 1996, respectively. The size
of the images is 412× 300 pixels with a spatial resolution 30 m/pixel. This dataset depicts the water
lever change event of the Lake Mulargia on Sardinia Island (Italy) between the two aforementioned
acquisition dates. The ground reference map is shown in Figure 5d, and it is defined manually
according to the detailed visual analysis base on the bi-temporal image comparisons.
The third dataset is acquired using Zeiss RMK TOP-15 aerial survey camera from the flying height
of approximately 2400 m in April 2007 and July 2014. The bi-temporal images with very high–spatial
resolution of 0.5 m/pixel depict the pre-event and post-event of land sliding case in Lantau Island
of Hong Kong, China. The size of each image is 750× 950 pixels and the imagery covers a landside
site, as shown in Figure 6. From the image scene, it can be found that it is a challenging task to obtain
the landslide inventory map through remote sensing change detection techniques, because the area is
covered by various types of forest and grasslands. Furthermore, the bi-temporal images are captured at
different times with a different sun height, thereby resulting in a relatively high spectral heterogeneity,
especially for the shadows of high trees.
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Figure 6. Image of landslide area in Lantau Island, Hong Kong, China: (a) pre-event image captured in
April 2007, (b) post-event image captured in July 2014, (c) corresponding CMI based on the proposed
approach, and (d) reference map of the changed area.
3.2. Experimental Setup and Parameter Setting
To test the effectiveness of the proposed approach for LCCD using bi-temporal remote
sensing images, three popular LCCD methods, including LSELUC [45], MLS [46], CVA [36], and
PCA_Kmeans [43], were compared with the proposed approach. For each dataset, the optimal
parameters of each experiment were obtained by the trial-and-error approach, the parameter details
of each approach were summarized in Table 1. In addition, to present quantitative comparisons, the
number of ground reference pixels for each dataset is given in Table 2.
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Table 1. Parameter settings of different LCCD methods for the three datasets.
Method
Parameter Settings
Mexico Dataset Sardinia Dataset Hong Kong Dataset
LSELUC [45] S = 7 S = 3 S = 9
MLS [46] L = 2, µ= 0.1 L = 2, µ = 0.3 L = 2, µ = 0.3
PCA_Kmeans [43] h = 9, s = 3 h = 5, s = 3 h = 9, s = 5
CVA [36] T = 46 T = 67 T = 109
The proposed T1 = 75, T2 = 50 T1 = 110, T2 = 50 T1 = 135, T2 = 50
Table 2. Details of ground reference pixels for each dataset.
Data Set
Pixel’s Number of Ground Reference for Each Data Set
No. of Unchanged Pixels No. of Changed Pixels
1 Mexico 236,555 25,589
2 Sardinia 115,974 7626
3 Hong Kong 677,434 35,066
3.3. Results and Quantitative Evaluation
Three quantitative evaluation measurements, i.e., false alarm (FA), missed alarm (MA), and
total error (TE), are employed for experimental comparisons to evaluate the proposed approach
quantitatively [51]. To present the meaning of these indices, we defined UC as the number of change
pixels that are actually unchanged pixels in BCDM when compared with the ground reference, TRU is
the number of pixels that are unchanged pixels in the ground reference, CU is the unchanged pixels in
the BCDM but is changed pixels in the ground reference, TRC is the total number of changed pixels in
the ground reference truth. Based on this definition, FA, MA and TE can be defined as the UCTRU × 100%,
CU
TRC × 100%, and
UC + CU
TRC + TRU × 100%, respectively.
The first image scene depicts a land cover change event about a forest fire in Mexico, as illustrated
in Figure 4. Visual comparisons are shown in Figure 7, from these comparisons, it clearly demonstrates
that the proposed approach with Otsu or manual threshold performed better than that of LSELUC [45],
MLS [46], CVA [35] and PCA_Kmeans [43]. Compared with the ground reference, the results of the
proposed approach produce less noise. In addition, quantitative comparisons are presented in Table 3
where “The proposed” and “The proposed+” presented the proposed approach with Otsu binary
threshold method and a manual binary threshold, respectively. It can be seen that the proposed
approach achieved the best accuracies in terms of MA and TE. This comparison further demonstrates
the superiority of the proposed approach.
In the second experiment, two images which cover the same geographic area, called Lake Mulargia
on Sardinia Island, were adopted for experimental comparisons, as displayed in Figure 5. The results
of the different methods are compared in Figure 8, from this comparisons, it can be seen that the
proposed approach achieved a better performance with less noise, compared with that of LSELUC [45],
MLS [46], CVA [36], and PCA_Kmeans [43]. The quantitative comparisons in Table 4 strengthen further
the conclusion of the visual comparison and clearly demonstrate that the result based on the proposed
approach and the proposed+ approach gave better accuracies in terms of MA and TE.
To further investigate the performance of the proposed approach, another land cover change
event, i.e., landslide, was adopted to evaluate the proposed approach in a third experiment, as shown
in Figure 6. The first noteworthy observations are given in Table 5. There, it can be seen that the
proposed approach achieves the best accuracies for the third dataset when compared with the other
methods in terms of FA and TE. For example, compared with the change detection results based on
CVA [36], the improvements achieved by the proposed approach are about 12.24% and 12.81% in terms
of FA and TE, respectively. The same conclusion can be drawn by the visual performance comparisons,
as shown in Figure 9.











Figure 7. Mexico dataset: Binary change detection map generated by different methods: (a)
LSELUC [45]; (b) MLS [46]; (c) PCA_Kmeans [43]; (d) CVA [36]; (e,f) the proposed approach with Otsu











Figure 8. Sardinia Island dataset: Binary change detection map generated by different methods:
(a) LSELUC [45]; (b) MLS [46]; (c) PCA_Kmeans [43]; (d) CVA [36]; (e,f) the proposed approach with
Otsu binary threshold and manual threshold, respectively.
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Method  FA  MA  TE 
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Figure 9. Landslide on Landtau Islan d taset: Binary change d tection map generated by diff rent
methods: (a) LSELUC [45]; (b) MLS [46]; (c) PCA_Kmeans [43]; (d) CVA [36]; (e,f) the proposed
a proach with the Otsu binary threshold and a manual threshold, respectively.
Table 3. Comparison between other methods and the proposed a proach for the Mexico dataset.
Method FA MA TE
LSELUC 0.426 12.2 1.58
MLS 0.578 11.9 1.68
PCA_Kmeans 0.781 10.3 1.71
CVA 0.9 6 12.6 2.13
The proposed 0.746 9.18 1.57
The proposed+ 0.790 8.47 1.54
Table 4. Comparison between other methods and the proposed approach for the Sardinia data.
Method FA MA TE
LSELUC 1.42 10.1 1.96
MLS 2.4 8.56 2.78
PCA_Kmeans 1.15 12.2 1.83
CVA 3.16 12.3 3.72
The proposed 0.995 13.3 1.76
The proposed+ 1.12 12.3 1.81
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Table 5. Comparison between other methods and the proposed approach for the landslide of Hong
Kong dataset.
Method FA MA TE
LSELUC 2.34 15.7 3.00
MLS 6.53 16.4 7.02
PCA_Kmeans 2.08 18.7 2.90
CVA 14.2 44.9 15.7
The proposed 1.96 20.9 2.89
The proposed+ 1.83 21.7 2.81
4. Discussion
From the abovementioned comparison, it can be concluded that the proposed approach is
competitive compared with the LSELUC [45], MLS [46], CVA [36], and PCA_Kmeans [43] in terms of
change detection accuracies and performance. To promote the application of the proposed approach in
practice, we discuss two aspects of the proposed approach below.
First, we discuss the sensitivity between the parameter settings and the land cover detection
accuracies. In the first experiment with the Mexico dataset, as shown in Figure 10a, when the value of
T1 ranges from 5 to 75 with T2 is fixed at 50, the accuracy-MA of the proposed approach decreases
initially but the accuracy of FA and TE fluctuates in a small range. However, when the value of T1
becomes larger than 75, the accuracies of MA are posed to a horizontal level. When T1 is fixed at 75 and
the value of T2 varies, as shown in Figure 10b, the MA decreases from 13.5 to 9.2 with the value of T2
ranging from 5 to 50. Then, despite the value of T2 being increased larger than 50, the accuracy varies
in a small range. From this discussion, it can be seen that T1 indicates the spectral difference between
the central pixel and its surrounding pixels, and T2 indicates the maximum number of searched pixels
around a central pixel. Furthermore, T1 and T2 complement each other, when one of the parameters is
fixed, the accuracies will pose to a horizontal level, and the accuracies will not increase additionally
with the increase of another parameter.
In the second experiment with the Sardinia Island dataset, the sensitivity between T1 and the
detection accuracies with T2 = 50 is shown in Figure 10c. This sensitivity result clearly indicates that
MA decreases gradually when the value of T1 ranges from 5 to 50. However, MA increases when
the T1 is larger than 50. That is because a larger T1 will allow the consideration of more sufficient
spatial neighboring information around a central pixel. However, a too large T1 may result in more
heterogeneous pixels in an adaptive extended region. This is detrimental to the subsequent calculation
of the change magnitude image. In addition, FA and TE gradually posed to a stable trend after T1
reaches the value of 110, as shown in Figure 10c. However, when T1 is fixed at 110, and T2 varies from
5 to 150, as shown in Figure 10d, it can be seen that MA increases with the increase of T2, but FA and
TE nearly maintain a horizontal level.
Based on the above discussion of the experiments, it is seen that (1) the parameter settings of the
proposed approach should be adjusted according to the different dataset, the settings of the optimal
composition parameters may be different for different image scenes; and (2) the value of FA and TE
is usually small and they will pose to a horizontal level while one parameter is fixed and the other
varies. This is beneficial in practice for the setting of parameters setting when the proposed approach
is applied.
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for a ground object (such as a meadow), and this correlation is consistent with the shape and size
of an object. Therefore, the proposed contextual information around a pixel based on adaptive
region can be considered objective and reasonable.
In future studies, extensive investigations of the proposed approach will be conducted with the
following focus: (1) the automation of parameters of the proposed approach should be considered.
If T1 and T2 can be estimated in an automatic manner, it will be helpful for improving the automation
degree of the proposed approach; (2) more investigations based on different remote sensing images,
such as unmanned aerial vehicle images and satellite images with very high spatial resolutions, will be
conducted in order to enhance the robustness of the approach. Furthermore, extensive investigations
will broaden the usability of the proposed approach.
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